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INTRODUCTION
The increased coupetition offered coal by other prirnary energy 
sources, together with the increased mechanization of coal mines, which 
has made the mining of partings and other associated impurities unavoid­
able, have necessitated the production of a clean, sized, and more 
efficiently usable coal.
Before a plant for cleaning of coal is designed and constructed, 
or after a plant is in operation, the results of carefully performed 
washability tests are absolutely essential* These tests will indicate 
the amenability of coal to gravity concentration and will serve as the 
basis for efficiency calculations for an operating plant*
The purpose of this investigation was twofold. First, to 
determine the feasibility of cleaning coal produced at the Koehler 
mine, New Mexico, so that the products obtained might be used for 
metallurgical purposes and might compete more successfully with similar 
coals produced in the vicinity. Second, to compare the bench aîd 
channel methods of sampling and determine which method is better Suited
for the sampling of coal in the mines.
With the exception of proximate and ultimate analyses 1/ of the 
coal samples taken from the mine between the years 1911 and 1915, no 
published information on the washability study of the coal under
1/ Lee, Willis T., Coal resources of Raton coal-field, Colfax dounty,
~ New Mexico, U.S.G.S. Bull. 752, I92h.
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investigation was available# Since then the mine has undergone greater 
development warranting further investigations#
In addition to the washability data, this thesis contains 
proximate analyses and sulphur analyses of the individual bench 
samples taken from different working faces# Calorific-value determina­
tions were made only on the composites formed from these bench samples•
Face samples were further combined to give section composites, 
which in turn were further combined to give a composite sample of the 
entire mine. Proximate and sulphur analyses, together with calorific- 
value and ash-fusion-temperature determinations, were made on these 




The Koehler mine is located approximately 25 miles southwest 
of Raton, New Mexico, in the northern part of the Koehler quadrangle*
This mine is owned and operated by the St. Louis, Rocky 
Mountain and Pacific Co*, and was first opened in 1906. The coal was 
used to make coke during the latter part of World War I. The mine 
was shut down in the early twenties and was re-opened in 19U1,
A room and pillar system of .mining has been adopted. Main 
haulage ways are driven in groups of three. Blocks of coal 800 x 800 
ft are isolated driving gathering haulage entries in pairs, turned at 
90 degrees off the main entries in both directions. The rooms are 
driven in both directions from the gathering haulage entries. The 
dimensions of the rooms are 150 to 200 ft long and 20 ft wide on 50 
ft centers. Entries are normally 15 ft wide on 50 ft centers.
The mine is completely mechanized with Goodman undercutting 
machines, Chicago-pneumatic or Jeffrey-post drills, and 8-BU Joy 
loaders being used*
During the time of the visit, the production from the mine 
ranged from 2,500 to 2,700 tons per day, operating two shifts daily. 
Coal from the mine was crushed to minus. 6 in. and separated into sizes 
ranging from 3/8 in. to 6 in. over vibrating screens at the tipple. 
Most of the coal was crushed to 1 1/2 in., and shipped directly to the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation, Pueblo, Colorado. A small portion 
of the mine output was used for domestic purposes.
Geology
The Koehler mine is developed on the coal bed which lies at an 
altitude slightly leas than 7,000 ft* 2/ The rock beds are somewhat
£/ Idem. ’
warped, so the dip of the coal beds varies slightly in degree and direc­
tion from place to place.
The coal lies only a few feet above the Trinidad sandstone, 
and below a massive conglomerate that constitutes the base of Raton 
formation and that lies unconf ormably on the Ferine jo formation.
Rock in the roof of the mine differs greatly in character from 
place to place. It consists of shale, bony coal, sandstone, or 
conglomerate. In some place, where thin shale forms the roof, it is 
brushed down, but there is no regular draw-slate*
The coal seam being mined averages 6 l/2 ft thick* It is in 
the Mesaverde formation and is of Upper Cretaceous age. This seam has 
been affected by intrusive dikes at few places, and has bedded 
impurities which are irregular in distribution and thickness. The bone 
separates readily from the coal in very few places* The cleat faces are 
only moderately developed and little use is made of them in mining. In 
certain localities, masses of sandstone known as spars extend into the 
coal, and at other places they cut entirely across the bed.
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The coal is bituminous and will coke readily. It is compact 
and tough, with some areas displaying characteristics of increased 
friability. It is of relatively dull luster and irregular fracture. 
The character of the coal varies from place to place, but in general 
it is finely laminated.
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SAMPLING PROCEDURE
Sampling at the Mine
In order to obtain a true representation of the coal in the 
entire mine, samples were taken from three different working faces 
from each of the south, west and east sections of the mine. All the 
samples were taken from the actual working faces, the locations of 
which are given below.
% South off 1 Main 23 West off 1 Main 23 East off 1 Main
1 East off £ South 1 South off 23 West 1 South off 23 East
7 East off !? South 1 North off 23 West Room off 23 East
After the surface was cleaned to remove dust and slime, each 
face was sampled according to benches in the seam. The size of each 
bench was controlled by the presence of natural joint planes and by 
the thickness and location of the partings and of the coal beds. Care 
was taken to include all the partings that are included in the mining 
operations and to exclude those that are gobbed during mining. Where 
the appearance of seam over a distance of hQ in. showed no change, an 
arbitrary bench of 2i* in. was adopted.
The individual benches were carefully measured, and only the 
material between the limits of measurement was taken each time. 
Particular care was also taken to maintain a uniform depth of 2 in. 
for all the benches. The measurements of each bench are given on the 
bench sanple diagrams, Figs. 16 to 2lu
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After the bench samples were taken from a particular face, 
a channel sample was obtained from the same face by cutting a channel 
6 in. wide and 2 in. deep at the center of the face, once again taking 
care to exclude the partings that were gobbed during mining. Channel 
samples were not obtained from the south section of the mine.
During the sampling a large piece of canvas was placed on the 
floor, so that the samples being collected would not be contaminated.
If a particular bench or a channel gave a greater quantity of Sample 
than a Sack could hold, the amount was reduced there and then, after 
the large-size pieces were broken to approximately 2 in* size according 
to A.S.T.M. Standards 3/. These samples were then collected in burlap
T/ ^.Committee on coal and coke, 'A.J>.¥.W. standardson coal
and coke, American Society for Testing Materials, 1916 Race Street, 
Philadelphia 3, Pa., October, 19b9•
bags of approximately 2£ kg capacity, labeled, and shipped to the 
laboratory at the Colorado School of Mines for testing.
Reduction of the Samples
In the laboratory the sample of each bench was first crushed to 
approximately 1 in. size and further reduced to the required quantity 
in accordance with A.S.T.M. Standards h/. A composite sample for each
h/ Idem........ 1 r ' ' .~ r~  ...1.1 n...... ........
face was then formed to be used for float-and-sink tests. The weight 
of sample required from each bench to form a composite of a particular 
face was determined by the ratio of the height of the bench and the 
height of the face of which the bench formed a part.
During the process of sample reduction a head sample for each 
bench was extracted. This head sample was further crushed in a hanauer 
mill (Photo. A) to minus 8 mesh size, and then having been reduced on 
the standard Jones riffle sampler to about 200 g, it was finally 
pulverized to 90D* minus 60 mesh size in a pulverizer (Photo, B) and 
placed in an air-tight bottle to be used later for chemical analyses.
Photograph A. - Equipment and layout for
float##and-3ink tests
Photograph B# - Drying oven
LABORATORY TESTS
Float-and-Slnk Procedure
After the sample had been reduced, $5 kg of the composite 
sample of each face was sized on an 8-mesh screen and both the plus- 
and minus-Size increments were separated into seven specific gravity 
fractions using six separate baths of zinc chloride solutions of 
specific gravities 1.30, 1.3!?# 1.1*0, 1.50, 1.60 and 1.70. The 
equipment and layout is shown in Photographs C and D. The similar 
specific gravity fractions of plus 8-mesh and minus 8-mesh particles 
were then combined and dried, and the weight percentage and the ash 
percentage of each fraction were determined.
The samples were thoroughly washed with water through a i|8-mesh 
sieve before the test was run, to remove the fine dust particles from 
the surface of the coarser particles. Washing was necessary for two 
reasons, (1) to prevent fine particles from offering obstacles to 
float-and-sink procedure by blinding the basket screens and (2) to 
prevent the formation of agglomerates that would yield improper results. 
The samples were also washed thoroughly after the test to rinse off the 
zinc chloride adhering to the Surface.
The float-and-sink data are given in Tables 1 to IS
Photograph C. - Hamraer-mill
Photograph D. - Pulveriser and Jones-riffler
Proximate Analyses
The proximate analyses and the sulphur analyses were run on 
the head sample pulps of each bench individually, as well as on the 
face composite, section composite, and the entire mine composite 
samples. The calorific-value and the ash-fusion tests were run only 
on the composite samples. Standard A.S.T.M. methods £/ were followed
£/ Idem. .............
and standard apparatus was used (Photographs E to J).
In the determination of the volatile matter, a modified method 
as described in paragraph 1 c” on page £92 of A.S.T.M. Standards on 
Goal and Coke £/ seemed to give better control over sparking and popping 
of the sample as compared with the standard method.
Photograph E. - Thermostatically controlled
electric furnace
Photograph P. - Layout for moisture
determination
Photograph G. Layout for volatile matter 
determine, t ion
Photograph H. - Electric furnace for ash fusion
temperature determination
Photograph I* - Adiabatic bomb calorimeter
for Btu determinations
Photograph J* - Calorimeter bomb being filled
with oxygen
INTERPRETATION OF LABORATORY TESTS
Ploat-and-Sink Data and Washability Curves
The purpose of washability curves is to enable the prediction 
of results obtainable from coal prepared by methods utilizing the 
difference in specific gravity as a medium of separation for coal and 
refuse material.
The float-and-sink data on the bench and channel samples from 
different locations are presented in Tables 1 to 15 » These tables give 
the weight percentage of each of the float-and-sink fractions, the ash 
percentage of all these fractions, and the calculated cumulative ash 
percentage•
Washability curves given in Figs. 1 to 15 were constructed from 
these data, each set of curves consisting of
1. Cumulative float curve
2. Cumulative sink curve
3. Elementary ash curve
U. Specific gravity curve
5. ♦ 0.10 specific-gravity distribution curve.
The cumulative float curve indicates the theoretical possible 
yield for any ash content desired in the clean coal.
The cumulative sink curve shows the theoretically possible ash 
content of the sink material, together with the amount of refuse product.
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The elementary ash curve shows the ash content of the highest 
ash particle included in the float coal at any particular yield.
The specific gravity curve indicates the yield of clean product 
and the refuse material theoretically possible at any specific gravity 
of separation.
The +0.10 specific gravity distribution curve indicates the 
difficulty or ease of washing a coal when a certain ash percentage is 
required.
The method of construction and interpretation of these curves 
is given in detail in Bureau of Mines Information Circular 70hS 6/.
6/ doe, "(j.fl., An explanation of washability curves for ihe interpreta- 
tion of float-and-sink data on coal, TJ.S.B.M* Inf. Circ. 701*5, 1938.
It should be noted that all these curves are based upon the 
results of laboratory testing by float-and-sink methods and represent 
the results of a theoretically perfect separation. Actual plant 
separations will vary, depending on the plant efficiency and the changes 
in the characteristics of coal and refuse material as they pass through 
various stages of treatment in the plant.
In order to give a general idea of feasibility of washing the 
coal under investigation as obtained from the entire mine, washability 
curves given in Fig. 1£-A, were constructed from the data given in 
Table 1S-A. This data was calculated by compositing the data given in 
Tables 1 to 9*
Referring to these curves in Fig„ 15-A, it will be found that
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the head ash content of the coal Is 17.1*3 per cent, and that if the 
coal is cleaned at 1.65 specific gravity a recovery of 90.50 per cent 
having an ash content of 13.00 per cent and a refuse product having an 
ash content of 58.30 per cent would be expected.
At this 1.65 specific gravity, the highest ash content in any 
float particle as could be predicted from the elementary ash curve 
would be 1*2.00 per cent.
Further examination would reveal that at 1.65 specific gravity, 
the near gravity size range, as indicated by the ♦ 0.10 specific 
gravity distribution curve would be 8.50 per cent, which would indicate 
that an effective separation of the coal and impurities at 1.65 
specific gravity would be quite possible.
Washability curves for the bench samples of different faces 
from the south section of the mine indicate that the maximum yield 
could be obtained by washing each of these coals at 1.60 specific 
gravity. However such preparation would result in only slight reduc­




















5 South off 1 Main 1.60 11.6 36.0 Simple
1 East off 5 South 1.60 96.0 11.5 38.0 5iasple
7 East off 5 South 1.60 92.0 11.5 37.5 Simple
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Coals from the west section of the mine seem to be somewhat 
more difficult to separate* Washability curves of the bench samples 




















23 West off 1 Main 1.525 80.0 15.5 W.o Difficult
1 South off 23 West 1.60 83.0 11.5 37.5 Moderately
difficult
1 North off 23 West 1.60 87.0 13.5 37.5 Difficult
The following would be the prediction of the results of the same
coals obtained by channel method of sampling from the curves given in



















23 West off 1 Main 1.60 61.0 11.5 33.5 Moderately
difficult
1 South off 23 West 1.60 7U.0 13.5 hO.O Difficult
1 North off 23 West 1.75 88.0 16.5 Uli.o Fairly
simple
Coals from the east section of the mine seem relatively the most 
difficult to wash, although U to 5 per cent reduction in ash content with
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a reasonable recovery efficiency would be achieved. Washability curves 
of the bench samples given in Figs. 7 to 9 would predict, the separation 
















23 East off 1 Main 1.# 83.0 13.8 33.8 Very
difficult
1 South off 23 East 1.30 87.0 10.3 31.0 Difficult
Room 3b off 23 East 1.60 87.8 12.7 38.8 Difficult
On the other hand, from the curves of the channel samples of the
same coals (Figs. 13 to 13) it is indicated the coal is still more
difficult to wash, but there would be greater reduction in the percent­
age of ash with the same amount of recoverable efficiency. The follow­

















23 East off 1 Main 1.63 73.0 21.0 b3.3 Exceedingly
difficult
1 South off 23 East 1.33 91.8 9.3 3b.8 Simple
Room 3b off 23 East 1.33 87.0 9.8 33.0 Difficult
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In all cases, the problem of separation has been predicted by* 
comparing the results with the scale values of near gravity material 
given by Zimmerman 7/•
// Zimmerman, #.8., Plant control and efficiencies, p. 785, Coal 
~ preparation, American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical 
Engineers, New York, 19̂ 0*
The washability curves for the bench samples from different 
faces, in general, have uniform appearance, with the exception of the 
specific gravity curve for the bench samples from the location 23 West 
off 1 Main (Fig. ij.)* which shows a small hump between l*ij.O and 1.55 
specific gravity fractions instead of being uniform. There are two 
possible explanations for this. (1) Entrapment of the middling 
particles, caused lowering of the percentage of float recovery, and 
(2) mixing of finer particles with coarser particles during the float- 
and-sink test, caused hindrance in separation.
In general, from the above results it might be inferred that 
the coal from the south section of the mine would not present a wash­
ing problem. However, the washing of this coal would not bring about 
an appreciable change in the percentage of ash, whereas, the coals 
from the west and the east sections of the mine would bring about a 
fair amount of change in the ash content but would present a separa­
tion problem and would not give the same degree of recovery as the 
coals from the south section*
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Results of Proximate Analyses
Proximate analyses and sulphur percentage for the individual 
benches are plotted on the bench sample diagrams, Figs, 16 to 2h*
The proximate analyses, sulphur percentage and calorific-value of the 
channel samples and of the composites of both the head samples, as well 
as the float-and-sink fractions are given in Tables 16 to 20-A on both
ftthe "as received” and "moisture free” bases,
Ash-fusion-temperature determinations were made only on the 
section composites of both the bench and channel head samples and on the 
overall mine composite sample.
The fusion tenperature of all of these samples exceeded 28̂ 0 F, 
with no evidence of deformation being observed. 'The only change notice­
able in all instances was the general shrinking of the cones. Hence, 
the fusion-1eraperature for all section coaposite samples and the overall 
mine composite sample was reported as 28̂ 0 ♦ F. This high fusion 
temperature was probably due to so ms type of refractory material contained 
in the ash, which was light grey in all instances.
The results of the ash fusion determinations indicate that clinker 
formations are not likely to result from the burning of the coal for 
industrial or metallurgical utilization*
Sulphur analyses indicate that there is not much difference in 
the sulphur content of samples from different faces. The maximum sulphur 
content of 0.81 per cent was reported in the bench sample conposites of 
the face of 23 East off 1 Kain, and a miniiaum of 0.67 per cent in the 
bench sample composite of the face of 1 South off 23 West, thus the
2k
maximum difference was O.lU per cent.
Maximum difference of sulphur content in the channel sample 
was 0.11 per cent, in the samples of the faces of 23 East off 1 Main 
and Room 5k off 23 East, the difference being still less than that for 
the bench samples.
Further, the maximum difference between the sulphur content of
the float-and-sink composite and that of the head composite of the
bench samples from face 23 West off 1 Main was 0.13 per cent. It may 
therefore, be inferred that the washing of this particular coal will 
not bring about any noticeable change in the sulphur content and hence, 
from this standpoint, the coal is well suited for metallurgical 
purposes without preparation.
The moisture content and the volatile matter are comparable with 
a maximum difference of 0.09 per cent and 0.70 per cent, respectively, 
between the south section and the west section of the mine.
Samples from the south Section of the mine have the lowest ash
and the highest fixed carbon, whereas the samples from the west section 
have the highest ash and the lowest fixed carbon. The east section shows 
intermediate values, as may be expected because of the occurrence of a 
large amount of bony coal and a number of thin partings in the western 
section of the mine.
Calorific-values of the coals from the different Sections of the 
mine are in relationship with the ash and the fixed-carbon content of 
the respective coals. Thus, the samples from the west section having the 
highest ash content and lowest fixed-carbon content have the lowest
calorific-value, and the coale from the south section, with the 
lowest ash and highest fixed-carbon content, have the highest calorific- 
value. Coals from the east section had an intermediate value as can be 
noted in Tables 20 and 20-A.
Comparison of Bench and Channel Methods of Sampling
A cooparison of washability data and curves and a comparison of 
proximate analyses of the bench and channel samples taken from the same 
working faces, show a great difference in the two methods.
Washability curves obtained from the float-and-sink data for the 
channel samples taken from three different faces in the west section of 
the mine indicate a greater non-uniformity than such carves for bench 
samples. However, the washability curves for the bench and channel 
samples of the three different faces from the east section of t£e mine 
did not differ in uniformity as much as the curves for the samples from 
the west section of the mine. The comparative results from the curves 
for the bench and channel samples from different locations were as. 
follows;
fev cent float recovery Per cent ash in the 
Locations at maximum efficiency float material
Bench Channel Bench Channel
23 West off 1 Main 80.0 61.0 15.5 11.5
1 South off 23 West 83.0 7U.0 11.5 13.5
1 North off 23 West 87.0 88.0 13.5 16.5
23 East off 1 Main 85.0 75.0 13.8 21.0
1 South off 23 East 87.0 91.8 10.5 9.3
Room 5k off 23 East 87.8 87.0 12.7 9.8
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Greater non-uniformity of the washability curves of the 
channel samples might be explained as follows:
The structure of the coal, and particularly the manner in which 
the impurities are contained in the coal deposit, have an important 
bearing on the washability of the coals. The coal in place is traversed 
by a network of joint planes, along which the coals have a decided 
tendency to break* In some coals this tendency makes possible a 
separation between clean coal and dirty coal by screening out certain 
sizes.
On the other hand, as appears to be the case for this particular 
coal under investigation, the coal and the dirt may stick fast together, 
so that it is easier to make the fracture either in the coal or in the 
dirt, rather than in the contact. This adhesion results in locked 
particles composed partly of clean coal and partly of dirt.
Furthermore, the quantity of these locked particles depend upon 
the friability of the coal. The more friable the coal, the greater is 
the uneven breaking and hence the greater is the chance of obtaining 
larger amounts of locked particles. Besides, there is a greater chance 
of getting locked particles in a channel sample than in a bench sasple, 
especially in more friable coals, as will be seen from the following 
explanation.
When a channel sample is taken there are more chances of 
obtaining some portion of a face in greater quantity than it should be 
as a representative of that portion of the Seam. It is almost impossible 







limit of the 
back
Figure A . - Cross-sectional view of a
face showing the back 
of a channel.
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practice, a very irregular back is created in a channel sample} 
thus, some part of the face is obtained in greater quantities than 
others.
Inexactness of sampling also occurs in the bench method of 
sampling. However, there is a control over the amount of material taken 
as a sample in proportion to its representation in a face. Thus, when 
a bench method of sampling is followed, (for example, Fig. B), several 
benches are taken from a face, the size of each bench depending on the 
natural bedding planes. Such bedding planes provide a means of attain­
ing even breakage at the upper and lower limits of a bench.
Now suppose that 100 lb of the total sample is required for a 
test and that the total amount of sample obtained from a face is 135 lb 
as follows*
Bench 1 - 30 lb
Bench 2 - 50 lb
Bench 3 - 1*0 lb
Bench h - 15 lb
Total 135 lb
It is now known from Fig. B, that the bench 1 represents 20 per 
cent of the total height of the face} bench 2, 1*0 per cent} bench 3,
30 per cent; and bench Ii, 10 per cent.
Therefore by taking 20 lb out of the 30 lb obtained from the 
first bench, U0 lb out of 50 lb obtained from the second bench, 30 lb 
















Figure B * - Front view of a face showing
different benches
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obtained from the fourth bench, a sample of 100 lb i3 procured* This 
100 lb is a true representation of the entire face*
What has happened actually is that an ideal channel sample is
formed without any portion of the seam being misrepresented, as would 
have occurred if an actual channel sample had been taken from the face.
Thus, the above reasoning also explains the greater uniformity
in the washability curves for the bench samples compared to the curves
of the channel samples. Hence, the greater accuracy, together with the 
ease of sampling, places the bench method of sampling in a more favor­
able category than the channel method of sampling*
Finally, the results soem to suggest greater accuracy and ease 
in the bench method of sampling than in the channel method of sampling.
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CONCLUSIONS
For use in metallurgical operations, the coal from Koehler 
mine does not seem to present a problem in sulphur content. The main 
problem is in ash reduction.
While the float-and-sink tests establishes .the limits of coal 
•washability, in actual practice it will be almost impossible to produce 
a product approaching the values of ash content as indicated by the 
float-and-sink yield-ash curve.
Because the difficulty of separation, as indicated by the float- 
and-sink tests, seem to be due to locked particles, the crushing of coarse 
size to a smaller size might simplify the problem of washing this coal.
The presence of bone coal of intermediate specific gravity through­
out the coal seam offers a definite obstacle to the overall reduction in 
ash content of the coal by washing. This is evidenced by the fact that 
the removal of the bony material, although reducing the overall ash 
content, would be accomplished at a large expense of clean coal recovery.
In general, for efficient results, this coal requires a careful 
sizing before, and a close control during, the washing operation, A 
three product separation - namely, washed coal, middling product, and 
refuse, with a retreatment of the middling product, is necessary, if a 
low-ash product is desired.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The greatest potential source of error lies in taking the 
samples at the -working faces. The lack of proper illumination makes it 
difficult, at times, to distinguish the characteristics of coal and 
mark them out into separate benches. Besides, because of natural joints 
and cleavages, the coal tends to break unevenly.
It Is therefore suggested that considerable time be spent in 
making a preliminary examination of the faces prior to saupling, in 
marking out the benches taking advantage of the natural bedding planes, 
and in maintaining a constant depth.
In the laboratory, although zinc chloride, being cheaper, is 
widely used for the float-and-sink tests, it is suggested that some 
organic liquid be used. Zinc chloride solutions are rather viscous and 
do not seem to give very accurate separation, especially on fine sizes. 
Moreover, zinc chloride tends to adhere rigidly to the coal surface, and 
complete rinsing of this adhered salt is rather difficult and time 
consuming.
There has always been a question as to the length of time that 
should be given for the settling of heavy particles in a solution of 
particular specific gravity, and the depth from which the float material 
should be scooped out. This is rather a difficult question and requires 
a great deal of investigation before any definite recommendations could 
be made; but it may be suggested that after thorough stirring of the
33
Solution with the attendant particles, ten to fifteen minutes seems 
reasonable for the settling of the particles* This time is based on 
the experimental work accomplished in this investigation, and would 
probably change with the nature of the coal. As regards the removal 
of the float material with scoops the best answer probably would be 
to maintain consistency. However, if an organic liquid such as carbon 
tetrachloride is used, both these problems are minimized; because, such 
an organic liquid being much less viscous, would bring about a more 
distinct and better separation, especially of fine size particles.
In general, in a sample of coal containing a relatively small 
proportion of Sink material as compared with the float, the principal 
cause of the incomplete separation is entrapment of sink particles by 
the float coal. The probability of this entrapment may be minimized by 
treating a small portion of the sample at a time, so that the layer of 
the sample in the vessels is not more than 2 to 3 in. thick, and by 
wetting the sample completely and stirring it thoroughly after it is 
iuanersed in the solution. Running the tests on the coarser and finer 
sizes separately further helps in obtaining better separation.
In order to determine which size of material will present a 
greater problem in washing operations for this particular coal under 
investigation, a more detailed study of sizing and crushing is necessary.
Because of the nature of this investigation, a definite cause of 
the humps in the specific gravity curves was not established; hence, 
this problem warrants investigation. It is also suggested that th© 




The float-and-sink data and the washability curves for all 
the samples have been placed in the appendix. They have been So 
arranged that each set of curves are opposite to the table of the 
data from which these curves were constructed, for convenient 
reference. Also included in the appendix are the bench sample 



















TABLE 1. - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF BENCH SAMPLES 
Location: £ South off 1 Main














1*30 Float 25.9U 5.9U 25.91* 5.91* 100.00 13.95
1.30 x 1.3? 50.20 10.27 76.U* 8.80 7l*.06 16.75
1.35 x l.liO 5.55 16.95 81.69 9.35 23.86 30.1*1
1.1*0 x l.5o 7.92 22.91* 89.61 10.55 18.31 34.50
1.5o x i.6o l*.9l* 32.18 9h. 55 11.67 10.39 1*3.33
1.6o x 1.70 1.71* 39.U3 96.29 12.17 53.U.
1.70 Sink 3.71 . 59.95 100.00 13.95 3.71 59.95
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TABLE 2. - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF BENCH SAMPLES 
Location: 1 East off 3 South














1*30 Float 3k.79 1*.75 31*. 79 1*.75 100.00 13.31*
1.30 x 1.33 21.1* 5 10.09 56.21* 6.78 63.21 17.93
1.33 x IJiO 32.13 16.32 88.37 10.25 1*3.76 21.77
1.U0 x 1.30 5.1*1* 22.26 93.81 10.95 11.63 36.82
1.30 x 1.6o 2.29 33.03 96.10 ll.l*8 6.19 1*9.62
1.60 x l*?o 0.82 1*1.83 96.92 11.72 3.90 59.37
1.70 Sink 3.08 61* .01* 100.00 13.31* 3.08 61*.ol*
Note 1: This data is based on +U8 mesh material*
1+0
TABLE 3. - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF BENCH SAMPLES 
Location: 7 East off 5 South














1.30 Float 1*2.59 6.90 1*2.59 6.90 100.00 llt.72
1.30 x 1.35 31.86 11.35 7l*.l*5 8.81 57.1*1 20.52
1.35 x 1.1*0 7.25 16.99 81.70 9.51* 25.55 31.95
1.1*0 X 1.50 7.38 22.68 89.08 10.63 18.30 37.88
1.50 x 1.6o 2.61* 33.72 91.72 11.30 10.92 1*8.11*
1.60 x 1.70 3.75 i*i.5o 95.1*7 12.1*8 8.28 52.75
1.70 Sink 1*.53 62.07 100.00 ll*.72 It.53
t
62.07
Note 1> This data is based on +1*8 mesh material.
1+2
k3
TABLE k. - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF BENCH SAMPLES 






1.30 Float 25.61* 5.27
1.30 x 1.35 18.60 9.6?
1.35 x l.bo 10.51 15.96
l.Uo x 1.50 n.5U 22.70
1.50 x 1.6o 5.1*2 32.03
1.6o x 1.70 12.31* 1*2.1*6
1.70 Sink 15.95 56.56









25.61* 5.27 100.00 23.1*8
1*1*.21* 7.13 7!u36 29.71*
5U.75 8.8 2 55.76 36.1*1
66.29 11.21* 1*5.25 1*1.11*
71.71 12.82 33.71 1(7.1*5
81*.o5 17.18 28.29 50.ia
100.00 23.1*8 15.95 56.56
Note It This data is based on «*h8 mesh material.
kb
1*5
TABLE 5. - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF BENCH SAMPLES 






1*30 Float 25.00 i*.83
1.30 x 1.35 39.98 9.18
1.35 x 1.1*0 5.1*0 16.50
1.1*0 x 1.50 6.93 20.93
1.50 x 1.60 5.86 32.62
1.60 x 1.70 3.32 39.55
1.70 Sink 13.51 65.08









25.00 U.83 100.00 19.2?
6i*.98 7.51 7?.00 2l*.05
70.38 8.20 39.02 1*1.02
77.31 9.31* 29.62 1*9.1*8
83.17 11.01 22.69 92.98
86.1*9 12.09 16.83 60.0?
100.00 19.2? 13.51 65.08
Note Is This data is based on +1*8 mesh material.
1*6
k7
TABLE 6. - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF BENCH SAMFLES 






1*30 Float 31.18 5.19
1.30 x 1.35 21*.96 9.9lt
1.35 x 1.1*0 £.6? 16.62
1.1*0 x i.5o 15.15 23.72
1.50 x i.6o 10.88 31.38
1.6o x 1.70 3.73 iiO.95
lo70 Sink 8.1*1 62.31









31.18 5.19 100.00 18.82
56.11* 7.30 68.82 21i.98
61.83 8.16 U3.86 33.56
76.98 11.22 38.17 36.08
87.86 13.72 23.02 iili.22
91.69 11*.81* 12.lli 55.76
100.00 18.82 8.lil 62.31
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TABLE 7. - FLOAT-AND-SINK BATA OF BENCH SAMPLES 






1.30 Float 17 .III 6.3li
1.30 x 1.3!? 33. 55 10.11
1.35 x I.I4.0 xh.3? 15.77
1.I1O x 1.50 13.99 23.12
1.5o x 1.60 9.86 32.99
1.60 x 1.70 S. 76 i*2.ia
1.70 Sink 5.08 56.il 2









17.1*1 6.31* 100.00 18.60
50.96 8.82 82.59 21.19
65.31 10.35 1*9.01* 28.77
79.30 12.60 31t.69 3U.02
89.16 lii.86 20.70 1*1.37
9I4..92 16.51* 10. Sit 1*8.98
100.00 18.60 5.08 56.1*2
Note Is This data is based on +J48 mesh material.
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TABLE 8. - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF BENCH SAMPLES 
Locations 1 South off 23 East














1.30 Float 314.1(7 5.73 31.1(7 5.73 100.00 15.51
1.30 x 1.3? 35.92 10.29 70.39 8.06 65.53 20.65
1.3? x 1.1»0 7.82 17.07 78.21 8.96 2̂ .61 33.21
1.1*0 x 1.50 8.86 23.06 87.07 10.1(0 21.79 39.00
1.50 x 1.6o 3.15 33.U( 90.22 11.21 12.93 'U9.9U
1.60 x 1.70 1.77 1(1.01 91.99 11.78 ' 9.78 55.27
1.70 Sink 8.01 58.U3 100.00 15.51 8.01 58.1*3











TABLE 9. - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF BENCH SAMPLES 
Location: Room 5U off 23 East














1.30 Float 20.71 5.22 20.71 5.22 100.00 18.07
1.30 x 1.35 1*1.28 9.18 61.99 7.85 79.29 21.1*1
1.35 x 1.1*0 9.21 16.7 6 71.20 9.00 38.01 3U.71
1.1*0 x 1.50 9.73 2l*.6l 80.93 10.87 28.80 1*0.1*3
1.50 x 1.60 6.76 33.58 87.69 12.62 19.07 1*8.50
1.60 x 1.70 1*.10 1*1.71 91.79 13.93 12.31 56.67
1.70 Sink 8.21 6i*.12 100.00 18.07 8.21 61*. 12


















TABLE 10. - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF CHANNEL SAMPLES 
Location: 23 West off 1 Main














1.30 Float 26.26 5.65 26.26 5.65 100.00 28.25
1.30 x 1.35 16.23 10.23 1*2.1*9 7.1*0 73.7U 36.31
1.35 x 1.1*0 8.92 16.85 51.1*1 9 .oil $7 .S I 1*3.67
1.1*0 x i.5o 6. £6 23.23 57.97 10.6U 1*8.S 9 1*8. S9
i.5o  x i.6o 2.99 31.31* 60.96 11.66 1*2.03 S2.SU
1.60 x 1.70 l*.7l* 1*1.1*1 65.70 13.80 39.01* 5U.16
1.70 Sink 31* *30 55.92 100.00 28.2$ 31i.30 5S.92
Note 1* This data is based on +1*8 mesh materialc
56











TABLE 11. * FLOAT-ANJVSINK DATA OF CHANNEL SAMFLES 
Locatieni 1 South off 23 West











Per eent Per cent
1,30 Float 31.51 5.65 31.51 5.65 100.00 26.10
1,30 x 1.35 18.93 10,6p 5o.l*l* 7.52* 68.1*9 35.50
1,35 x 1.1*0 l*.9l* 17.09 55.38 8.39 1*9.56 2*1*.96
1.1*0 x 1,50 8,11 21.67 63.19 10.09 1*1* .62 1*8.05
1.50 x 1,60 10.1*5 32*.12 73.91* 13.1*8 36.51 53.93
1,60 x 1,70 3.99 1*1.77. 77.93 11*. 92 26.06 61.86
1.70 Sink 22.0? 65.1*9 100.00 26.10 22.07 65.1*9
Note li This data la baaed on +1*8 mesh material.
58
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TABLE 12, - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF CHANNEL SAMPLES 
Location: 1 North off 23 West














1.30 Float 31.56 lw6$ 31.56 U.65 100.00 22.59
1.30 x 1.35 16.12 lo.U* 1*7.68 6.51 68.1*1* 30.87
1.35 x 1.1*0 3.55 16.78 51.23 7.22 52.32 37.28
1.1*0 x 1.50 i£.ia 23.50 67.61* 11.18 1*8.77. 38.73
1.50 x 1.60 15.61 31.51* 83.25 15.01 3 2.36 1*6.50
1.60 x 1.70 3.67 1*0.25 86.92 16.97 16.75 6o.l*3
1.70 Sink 13.08 66.10 100.00 22.59 13.08 66.10
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TABLE 13. - FLOAT-AN D-SINK DATA OF CHANNEL SAMPLES 
Location: 23 East off 1 Main














1.30 Float 12.69 6.56 12.69 6.56 100.00 28.78 *
1.30 x 1.35 17 .Oit 10.18 29.73 8.63 87.31 32.00
1.35 x l.Uo 8.21 15.50 37.91* 10.12 70.27 37.28
l.Uo x l.5o 12.1*9 22.91 50.1*3 13.29 62.06 li0.17
1.50 x 1.60 15.89 33.1*1 66.32 18.12 1*9.57 1*1*.52
1.60 x 1.70 1U.98 1*1*. 82 81.30 23.01* 33.68 1*9.78
1.70 Sink 18.70 53.76 100.00 28.78 18.70 53.76














TABLE Hi. - FLOAT-Atjp-SINK DATA OF CHAOTEL SAMPLES 






1*30 Float 1*3.03 5.37
1.30 x 1,3$ 30.08 8.67
1.3? x 1.1*0 10.91 Ui.9?
1.1*0 x 1.50 6.08 21.18
1.50 x I.60 1.9? 32.06
1.60 x 1.70 1.09 1*0.63
1.70 Sink 6,86 6 !*.?9









1*3.03 3.37 100.00 13.36
73.11 6.72 ?6.97 19.36
81*.02 7.79 26.89 31.31
90.10 8.69 15.98 1*2.1*9
92.0? 9.18 9.90 55.55
93.11* 9.?6 7.95 61.31
100.00 13.36 6.86 61*. 59
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TABLE 15. - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF CHANNEL SAISLES 
Locations Room 51* off 23 East














1.30 Float 16.93 5.07 16.93 5.07 100.00 15.97
1.30 x 1.35 1*1*.67 8.10 61*60 7.2 6 83.07 18.20
1.35 x 1.1*0 11.39 13.58 72.99 8.21* 38.1*0 29.9?
i.i*o x i.5o 7.07 20.81 80.06 9.31* 27.01 36.87
1.50 x 1.6o H.Ol 32.70 91.07 12.17 19.9!* 1*2.58
1.6o x 1.70 2.70 1*0.92 93.77 13.01 8.93 51*.76
1.70 Sink *6.23 60.75 100.00 15.97 6.23 60.75
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TABLE 1$-A. - FLOAT-AND-SINK DATA OF BENCH SAMPLES 
"Calculated Overall Mine Composite"














1.30 Float 29.89 5.52 29.89 5.52 100.00 17 .U3
1.30 x 1.3$ 32.36 9.98 62.25 7.81* 70.11 22.15
1.35 x 1.1*0 10.72 16.55 72.97 9.H* 37.75 32.58
1.1*0 x 1.50 9.1*9 22.87 82.1*6 10.83 27.03 38.51*
1.50 x 1.60 5.61 32.73 88.07 12.29 17.51* 1*7.1*2
1.60 x 1.70 U.o6 1*1.20 92.13 13.66 11.93 51*.92
1.70 Sink 7.87 61.16 100.00 17.1*3 7.87 61.16























Ash Moist. VoX. Sulf
Oobbad
XI. 51 0.86 3 2 .3 0 O.67
14.09 0.96 32 .32 O .72
17.28 0 .78 32.88 0.69
12.65 O.71 35-99 0 .80













Figure 16. - Front view of face
















1 0 .5 1 0.73 3M4-9 0.7U
111.29 0.81}. 33 .28 0.68
7 .7 5 0.71 3i(-.09 0 .68









Seam average 10.98 0*87 3 k *20 0.71 13*076
Figure 17* - Front view of face
X East off 5 South














i $Ash Hoist. Vol. Sulf%
Gobbed
11.09 0.78 33.81 0.77
16.10 1 .0 3 27.95 0.67
15.17 0.72 32.71 1 .0 2

















Seam average 13*92 O.8I4. 31-81 0.80 12,7°8
Figure 18. - Front view of faoe




Height HeightInches % % % % p^. eent
Ash Moist. Vol. Sulf.
A
15? 26.3k O.8 9 30.63 0.65
21
100
32.13 0.97 31.77 0.6I
Gobbed
13.01 0.86 3^*2/ 0.93
Btu
Seam average 23.8k 0.88 32.09 O.75 10,806
Figure 19. - Front view of face
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1 1 .9 0 0 .86 33 .09
2̂ 1.89 1.29 25.72
0.72
0.57
40.94 l.'i-6 25.4 9 0.55
Gobbed
1 4 .11 0 .7 0 3 4 .7 0 0.67
8 .7 1 0 .74 35*54 0 .80
T T









20*25 ! 1 I i
BtuSeam average 21.81 0 .95 3 1 .7 0 0.67 11 ,183
Figure 20. - Front view of face 
1 South off 23 West























20.[{.6 0 .82 31 .65 0.77
26.29 0.99 29.18 0.89
Gobbed
34*73 0.91 27 .02 0.58
1 2.[j.7 0.75 •37.80 0.68
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Seam average 18.61; 0.03 33*39 0.72 11,060
Figure 21. - Front view of face
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18 .51 0.79 32.01 0.81
2 7 .3 5 0.91 30.01 0.79
Gobbed
14.30 0.75 33.93 0.80













2 0 . 0 0  j
i. i.
Btu
Seam average 18.14 0.79 32.81̂ . 0.82 11,809
Figure 22. - Front view of face
23 East off 1 Main
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$ % $ % 
Ash Moist. Vol. Sulf
16.15 0.914- 32.87 0.93
I4.3 .83 l.i|-6 23.07 0-5U
12.90 0.91 36.26 0.71
Gobbed
9.25 1.05 33.9ll- 0.82














Seam average 1 5.2I4. 1 .0 3 32.99 O .79 12,399
Figure 23. - Front view of face
1 South off 23 East
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33.9*4- 1.31 2 7 .27 0 .6 0 j 7 .0 5
25.21j. 1.22 32.25 O .73
Gobbed










Seam average 1 7 .8 3 1.06 314.087 O .6 9 11,918
Figure 24. - Front view of face

























5 South off 1 Main 13.98 0.90 33.70 51.1(2 0.70 12,813
1 East off 5 South 13.25 0.97 31*.75 51.03 0.65 12,823
7 East off 5> South Hi. 82 0.86 32.65 51.67 0.67 12,551
23 West off 1 Main 23.1*8 0.9l* 31.58 1*1* .00 o.6l 10,971
1 South off 23 West 19.29 0,86 32.1*6 1*7.39 0.71 11,708
1 North off 23 West 18.88 l.o5 31*. 77 1*5.30 0.66 11,598
23 East off 1 Main 18.61* 0.7l* 3lul6 1*6 .1*6 0.7 9 11,913
1 South off 23 East 15.52 0.89 36.30 1*7.2 9 0.77 12,281*
Room Sh off 23 East 18.01 0.95 32.28 1*8.76 0.68 11,818
80

















£ South off 1 Main Hull 3U.00 £1.89 0.71 12,928
1 East off 5 South 13.38 3S.10 £L.£2 0.66 12,951
7 East off $ South 1h.9t 32.9U £2.11 0.68 12,66U
23 West off 1 Main 23.69 31.86 0.62 11,070
1 South off 23 West 19.U6 32.7* hi .79 0.72 11,813
1 North off 23 West 19.18 3S.1S hS.6l 0.67 11,726
23 East off 1 Main 18.77 3luli0 U6.83 0.80 11,996
1 South off 23 East 1 £.66 36.63 U7.71 0.78 12,395
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23 West off 1 Main 28.30 0.9k 30.01* 1*0.72 0.63 10,115
1 South off 23 West 26.17 0.99 31.11 1*1.73 0.55 10,1*63
1 North off 23 West 22.59 0.80 30.20 1*6.1*1 0.62 11,106
23 East off 1 Main 28.78 1.1k 31.16 38.92 0.68 10,081
1 South off 23 East 13.1*0 1.06 33.06 52.1*8 0.76 12,568
Room 51* off 23 East 15.91* 0.91 31*. 19 1*8.96 0.69 12,228
82

















23 West off 1 Main 28.58 30.3k hl.08 0.6U 10,216
I South off 23 West 26oh3 31.1*2 1*2.15 0.56 10,568
1 North off 23 West 22.77 30.hk 1*6.7 9 0.62 11,195
23 East off 1 Main 29.13 31.53 39.31* 0.6? 10,202
1 South off 23 East 13.55 33.kZ 53.03 0.77 12,706
Room Sh off 23 East 16.08 3!*.5o U9.U 2 0.70 12,338
83
TABLE 18. - ANALYSES OF BENCH SAMPLE COMPOSITES 

















5 South off 1 Main 13.98 0.99 33.2U 51.79 0.71* 12,580
1 East off 5 South 10.95 0.91 3U.28 53.86 0.72 13,076
7 East off 5 South 13.80 0.98 31.83 53.39 0.78 12,706
23 West off 1 Main 2lu07 l.ol* 31.91 1*2.98 0.7l* 10,806
1 South off 23 West 21.92 l.o6 31.60 1*5.1*2 0.66 11,183
1 North off 23 West 18.68 0.92 33.1*6 1*6.91* 0.71 11,868
23 East off 1 Main 18.27 0.91 32.95 1*7.87 0.80 11,809
1 South off 23 East 1 5 .1 a 0.92 33.08 50.59 0.78 12,399
Roon 5k off 23 East 17.96 l.ol 31i.79 1*6.21* 0.68 11,918
8k
















5 South off 1 Main llu 12 33.57 52.31 0.75 12,706
1 East off 5 South 10.69 3k. 59 5!*.72 0.73 13,191*
7 East off 5 South 13.9k 32.15 53.91 0.79 12,833
23 West off 1 Main 2iu33 32.26 U3.1*l 0.75 10,925
1 South off 23 West 22.16 31.95 lt5.89 0.67 11,306
1 North off 23 West 18.85 33.76 1*7.39 0.72 11,915
23 East off 1 Main I8.k3 33.25 1*8.32 0.81 11,975
1 South off 23 East 15.55 33.38 51.07 0.79 12,511
Room 5k off 23 East 18.1k 35.1k 1*6.72 0.69 12,037
85
TABLE 19• - ANALYSES OF CHANNEL SAMPLES 
"As Received Basis*
Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent British 
Locations Ash Moisture Volatile Fixed Sulphur Thermal
Matter Carbon Units
23 West off 1 Main 27.1*2 1.U 32.51* 38.93 0.69 10,202
1 South off 23 West 2?. 28 1.10 30.1*6 1*3.16 0.71* 10,631*
1 North off 23 West 23.1*8 0.90 31.38 1*1*.22* 0.71 10,859
23 East off 1 Main 30.09 1.11 30.85 37.95 0.80 9,890
1 South off 23 East 12.1*6 0.86 31*. 77 51.91 0.70 12,758
Room 51* off 23 East 1*5.3? 0.88 32.68 50.07 0.69 12,125
86
















23 West off 1 Main 27.72 32.90 39.38 0.70 10,3m
1 South off 23 West 29.96 30.80 h3.6h 0.79 10,791
X North off 23 West 23.6? 31.66 14i.69 0.72 10,997
23 East off X Main 30.1*2 31.19 38.39 0.81 9,999
1 South off 23 East 12.57 39.08 92.39 0.71 12,873
Room 9L off 23 East 16.52 32.97 90.91 0.70 12,23it
%
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TABUS 20. - ANALYSES OF SECTION COMPOSITES
"As Received Basis”
Locations














South Section 12.8? 0.88 32.96 93.2? 0.72 12,786
West Section 21.1*2 0.91 32.38 1*9.29 0.69 11,283
East Section 17.13 0.97 33.66 1*8.21* 0.71* 12,032
South, West, and 
East Sections 
Combined
17.31 0.89 32.97 1*8.83 0.71 12,019
CHANNEL SAMPLES
West Section 29.37 1.06 31.U9 1*2.08 0.72 10,970
East Section 19.28 0.98 32.86 1*6.88 0.71 11,651
88










































West Section 25.65 31.81* 1*2.51 0.73 10,678
East Section 19.1*7 33.19 1*7.31* 0.72 11,762
8 9
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